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2012 Rencontres Internationales Paris/Berlin/Madrid, Palais de Tokyo, Paris
 Nemesims, Muntean & Rosenblum, Galerie Georg Kargl, Wien
 Left & right, Hong Studio, Beijing
 humanimals, Baba Vasa’s Cellar, Shabla
 Games People Play: Round 2, CCANW, Exeter

2011 Troubling Research: Performing Knowledge in the Arts, xhibit, Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna
 Nothing in the World but Youth, Turner Contemporary, Kent
 Jingshenfenxi, Organhaus Art Space, Chongqing

2010 Jingshenfenxi, 1000 Plateaux Gallery, Chengdu
 Vienna Calling, Screening, Leo Kuelbs Collection, Berlin
 DaDaDa Academy, Corridor Gallery, Plovdiv
 Videorama, Museum der Moderne, Salzburg 
 Gallerie Henze & Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern
 Para/Site Art Space, Hong Kong 
 TALK TALK - Das Interview als künstlerische Praxis, Galerie 5020, Salzburg

2009 Worldeater, Galerie Winiarzyk, Vienna (Solo Exhibition)
 Videorama, Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna
 Summer Reading, Invisible-Exports Gallery, New York
 TALK TALK - Das Interview als künstlerische Praxis, 
 Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst, Leipzig
 Kunstverein Medienturm, Graz
 Galerie 5020, Salzburg
 After the End - Faux Raccords, Rencontres Internationales 09, Tabacalera, Madrid
 Austrian Film & Videoart, ritesinstitute, CCA, Tel Aviv

2008 Multiplexed, E:vent Gallery, London
 It’s all in the Game, AVECOM, Arnhem
 Games, Kunsthalle Project Space, Vienna
 Homo Ludens Ludens, Laboral Centre for Art & Creative Industries, Gijon
 Real Life, Portman Gallery, London
 Abstracts of Syn, arge Kunst, Galleria Museo, Bolzano

2007 Zero Gamer, HTTP Gallery, London
 La Noche En Bianco - Video Dictionary, Matadero, Madrid
 Images, curated by SPIKE magazine, Bauernmarkt 1, Vienna
 Play Safe - Battlefields In The Playground, Project Art Center, Dublin
 Fresh Trips, medienkunst.tirol, Innsbruck
 Driven, Fieldgate Gallery, London
 Rencontres Internationales Madrid, Film Festival, Madrid 
 Gameworld, Laboral Centre for Art & Creative Industries, Gijon
 Video As Urban Condition, Lentos Museum, Linz
 Videoabend, ILSA Projection, Motorenhalle, Dresden
 Reboot, Works from the Jim and Mary Barr Collection, Christchurch Gallery, Christchurch

2006 Rencontres Internationales Paris/Berlin, Film Festival, Paris
 Potential Dialogue - Facts and Fiction, RCM Museum, Nanjing
 Grounded, E:vent Gallery, London
 Gaming Realities, Mediaterra, Athens
 Centrefold, ZOO Art Fair, London
 Reboot, Works from the Jim and Mary Barr Collection, Dunedin Public Art Gallery, Dunedin
 V.I.V.A. Festival, de Stad als Theater, Zwolle
 Marte e Aqui,  Rua Simpatia 256, Sao Paulo
 Simultan 02 - Festival, Live Performance with Mark Schreiber, Timisoara
 Brilliant City, Starkwhite Gallery, Auckland, (Solo Exhibition)
 Video Dictionary, Image Forum Festival, Tokyo



2005      You are my torture/ i am your chamber, V-art Festival, Sardinia
 Video Dictionary, Impakt Festival, Utrecht
 Fresh Trips, Kunstraum Innsbruck, Innsbruck 
 The London Connection, Galerie Lisi Hämmerle, Bregenz
 Vanishing Point, Starkwhite Gallery, Auckland
 What Sound Does A Color Make?, (with D-Fuse), iCI, Eyebeam, New York
 1+1=1 Cannibalism in Popular Music, performance with N.I.C.J.O.B.
 for Lebt Und Arbeitet In Wien, Kunsthalle, Vienna
 Play It Again, Gallery 5020, Salzburg
             Now’s The Time, Kunsthaus Graz, Graz
 Save The Day, Kunstbüro, Vienna
 Shanghai Surprise (with D-Fuse), Lothringer Dreizehn, Munich 

2004  re:Visited, Medienturm, Graz
 D-Fuse vs. SiCut DB, Performance, Machina, Moscow
 Austrian Video Selection, Belef, Belgrade
 Light Turned Down, (with D-Fuse) Guggenheim Museum Bilbao
 Video as Urban Condition, Austrian Cultural Forum, London
 Brilliant City, (with D-Fuse), British Council Artist Link Program, Shanghai

2003 25hours, The Video Art Foundation, Barcelona
 D-Tonate DVD (with D-Fuse), NowonDVD, Tokyo
 D-Tonate, (with D-Fuse) OnedotZero festival, ICA, London
 K-Remix, Fibla and D-Fuse, Sal de los Flores, Barcelona
 Abstraction Now, (with D-Fuse), Künstlerhaus, Vienna

2002      Scanner vs D-Fuse, Jam Tokyo-London, British Council Japan, Tokyo                                                                                     
              Wire-D-Fuse, Saatchi Gallery, Tokyo
              D-Fuse vs. Burnt Friedmann, OnedotZero Festival, ICA, London
  D-Fuse vs. NONPLACE DVD, London
 D-Fuse GASBOOK DVD, Tokyo

2001     Media Connection, Pallazzo del Èsposizione, Rome
 Triennale di Milano, Milan
 Life goes on, IGBildende Kunst, Vienna
 Most Wanted, Secession, Vienna (Solo Exhibition)
  Endeka, Filmfestival Diagonale, Graz

2000 D-Fuse Art Space, WIRE-Magazine, London
 PDA-PGP-PSX, ARC Gallery, Vienna
 We Accept, Kiasma, Festival, Helsinki
             world information.org, t0, Bruxelles

1999 Austrian Abstracts, Diagonale, Graz
 Among Others 3, Kunsthalle Exnergasse, Vienna
 Synworld / playworld: hyperspace, Museumsquartier, Vienna
 PSX-Stations, Art Music & Environment, Vienna
 minimal 1, Kunstbüro, Vienna
 Copy & Paste / Drag&Drop, Kunstraum Innsbruck, Innsbruck
 Hotel Utopia, Film und Videofestival, Vienna
 Homestories, Filmcasino, Vienna

1998 Through–Video, Brasilica, Vienna
 Cracks & Numbers, Kunstbüro, Vienna
 o-o-o-o, Kunstraum Büchsenhausen, Innsbruck
 Junge Szene 98, Secession, Vienna
 Sincerely Yours, Sofia Municipal Gallery, Sofia, TED Gallery, Varna
 Global Media, Steirischer Herbst, Graz 
 Modelle, Cult Gallery, Vienna
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RESEARCH PROJECTS

Troubling Research: Performing Knowledge in the Arts, (2010 - 1012)  funded by WWTF 



WhiteTransformer, 2011, single channel HD video. length: 8 min., color, sound, Edition of 5/+1, 
courtesy of the artist.

Das Video “White Transformer” setzt sich mit der Praxis des Cosplay ( von costume play) im 
gegenwärtigen China auseinander und zeigt die Verwandlung eines “normalen” Menschen in einen 
fiktionalen Charakter. Es wurde in Chongqing mit der Hilfe der Century Noah Cosplay Group produziert, 
welche eine ganze Reihe von Figuren aus narrativen Universen wie etwa Gundam, Starcraft oder World of 
Warcraft nachgebaut und gespielt haben. Der französische Theoretiker Gabriel Tarde postulierte, dass das 
Soziale nur durch die Konzentration auf Formen der Imitation zu begreifen sei. Die globale Cosplay Kultur 
ist ein hervorragendes Beispiel für diesen Denkansatz: die Fans verschiedener Computerspiele und Filme 
aus der Kulturindustrie, interagieren miteinander auf der Basis von Zeichen und Formen die weltweit 
verstanden werden und schreiben sich in diese Systeme als Individuen oder Gruppen teilnehmend ein. 
Hier rückt das Problem des geistigen Urheberrechts ins Zentrum, weil der Grossteil der dargestellten 
Figuren als Markenzeichen rechtlich vor Interventionen geschützt sind. Was bedeutet es in diesem 
Kontext für die Protagonisten und das Publikum wenn sie sich dieser symbolischen Formen annehmen 
und sie verändern? Zudem, eröffnet die Cosplay Kultur viele Fragen in Bezug auf Identifikationsweisen, 
weil sich die Cosplayer bewusst dafür entscheiden fiktive Wesen zu verkörpern die Welten entstammen in 
denen die Gesetze von Ethnie, Klasse oder Geschlecht keine Rolle spielen.

The video White Transformer engages with the cosplay phenomenon in China and portrays the act of 
transformation from “ordinary” human into fictional character. It was shot with the help of the Century 
Noah cosplay group in Chongqing, China who build and perform characters from a variety of narrative 
universes such as Gundam, Starcraft and World of Warcraft. The French theorist Gabriel Tarde once 
stated that in order to understand what the social is, one has to focus on the notion of imitation. The 
global cosplay culture is a perfect example for this approach, since the fans interact with each other 
on the basis of global signs that emerge from products of the cultural industry, when they appropriate 
characters from large video and game franchises. This leads to the issue of intellectual property, which 
comes into play because all of these characters are registered trademarks owned by large international 
entertainment companies. What does it mean for the fans and audiences to adapt and transform these 
symbols? Furthermore, cosplay opens up many questions in conjunction with identification, since 
cosplayers deliberately choose to identify with and perform as fictional beings from a realm beyond real 
life limitations such as race, class or gender.

Production Credits:
Concept, Camera, Editing: Axel Stockburger

Century Noah Cosplay Group, Chongqing
Translation: Li Xiaoxi 

 Funded by bm:ukk and WWTF.

Exhibitions: 
Troubling Research: Performing Knowledge in the Arts (2011), xhibit, Academy of Fine Arts Vienna
Rencontres Internationales Paris/Berlin/Madrid (2012)





No Ghost - Just a Shell (after Pierre Huyghe), series of prints , 2011, 80cm x 100 cm, Inkjet on Aluminium 

The series of prints entitled COS is based on the costume fragments of two Gundam style robots which 
were crafted by the Century Noah Cosplay Group in Chongqing, China. The different elements are made 
from diverse kinds of materials and were arranged into a kind of landscape of that has an architectural 
quality. The title refers to Pierre Huyghe’s work. which was based on an “empty” Anime character that was 
provided as a starting ground for other artists to engage with. The series literally depicts the “outer 
shells” of the imaginary universe inhabited by the game and manga youth.

All images were shot on location in Chongqing in July 2011.

Production Credits:
Concept, Photography: Axel Stockburger
Costumes: Century Noah Group, Chongqing





Sylvanas Transformer, 2011, single channel HD video. length: 17 min., color, sound, Edition of 5/+1, 
courtesy of the artist.

Die Videos der Transformer Serie beschäftigen sich mit dem Phänomen cosplay in China und konzentrieren 
sich auf den Prozess der Verwandlung in fiktionale Charaktere aus verschiedenen narrativen Universen wie 
etwa Computerspielen oder japanischen Animationsfilmen. Sie wurden mit der bekannten cosplay Gruppe 
Century Noah in Chongqing, China gefilmt, die Kostüme aus Serien wie Gundam, Starcraft oder World of 
Warcraft produziert hat. Cosplay fasziniert mich weil diese kulturelle Form viele der Bereiche berührt die 
für meine künstlerische Arbeit von Bedeutung sind. Einerseits wirft es Fragen nach den Auswirkungen 
globaler Kommunikationsnetzwerke auf die möglichen Formen kultureller Produktion auf. Andererseits 
stehen auch hier die Probleme des sogenannten “geistigen Eigentums” im Vordergrund, da alle Charaktere 
sich im “Besitz” einiger weniger internationaler Unterhaltungsfirmen befinden und die Fans diese Symbole 
entwenden und verändern. Zudem gibt es im cosplay Formen der Identifikation mit fiktionalen Wesen, die 
nicht den realweltlichen Einschränkungen durch Ethnie, Klasse oder Geschlecht unterliegen und dadurch 
eine Art von Befreiung oder auch Flucht eröffnen.

The three different videos of the Transformer series deal with the cosplay phenomenon in China and focus on 
the act of transformation from “ordinary” human into fictional character. They were shot with the help of the 
famous Century Noah cosplay group in Chongqing, China who build and perform characters from a variety of 
narrative universes such as Gundam, Starcraft and World of Warcraft. I am fascinated with cosplay 
because this culture touches upon many of the issues that are important for my artistic work, namely the 
question how culture changes under the influence of contemporary global media cultures. A very important 
aspect here is the issue of intellectual property, which comes into play because all of these characters are 
registered trademarks owned by large international entertainment companies. What does it mean for the 
fans and audiences to adapt and transform these symbols. Furthermore, cosplay opens up many questions in 
conjunction with identification, since cosplayers deliberately choose to identify with and perform as fictional 
beings from a realm beyond real life limitations such as  race, class or gende

Production Credits:
Concept, Camera, Editing: Axel Stockburger

Century Noah Cosplay Group, Chongqing
Translation: Li Xiaoxi 
Funded by bm:ukk and WWTF.
 

Exhibitions: 
Troubling Research: Performing Knowledge in the Arts (2011), xhibit, Academy of Fine Arts Vienna





Red Transformer, 2011, single channel HD video. length: 8 min., color, sound, Edition of 5/+1, 
courtesy of the artist.

Die Videos der Transformer Serie beschäftigen sich mit dem Phänomen cosplay in China und konzentrieren 
sich auf den Prozess der Verwandlung in fiktionale Charaktere aus verschiedenen narrativen Universen wie 
etwa Computerspielen oder japanischen Animationsfilmen. Sie wurden mit der bekannten cosplay Gruppe 
Century Noah in Chongqing, China gefilmt, die Kostüme aus Serien wie Gundam, Starcraft oder World of 
Warcraft produziert hat. Cosplay fasziniert mich weil diese kulturelle Form viele der Bereiche berührt die 
für meine künstlerische Arbeit von Bedeutung sind. Einerseits wirft es Fragen nach den Auswirkungen 
globaler Kommunikationsnetzwerke auf die möglichen Formen kultureller Produktion auf. Andererseits 
stehen auch hier die Probleme des sogenannten “geistigen Eigentums” im Vordergrund, da alle Charaktere 
sich im “Besitz” einiger weniger internationaler Unterhaltungsfirmen befinden und die Fans diese Symbole 
entwenden und verändern. Zudem gibt es im cosplay Formen der Identifikation mit fiktionalen Wesen, die 
nicht den realweltlichen Einschränkungen durch Ethnie, Klasse oder Geschlecht unterliegen und dadurch 
eine Art von Befreiung oder auch Flucht eröffnen.

The three different videos of the Transformer series deal with the cosplay phenomenon in China and focus on 
the act of transformation from “ordinary” human into fictional character. They were shot with the help of the 
famous Century Noah cosplay group in Chongqing, China who build and perform characters from a variety of 
narrative universes such as Gundam, Starcraft and World of Warcraft. I am fascinated with cosplay 
because this culture touches upon many of the issues that are important for my artistic work, namely the 
question how culture changes under the influence of contemporary global media cultures. A very important 
aspect here is the issue of intellectual property, which comes into play because all of these characters are 
registered trademarks owned by large international entertainment companies. What does it mean for the 
fans and audiences to adapt and transform these symbols. Furthermore, cosplay opens up many questions in 
conjunction with identification, since cosplayers deliberately choose to identify with and perform as fictional 
beings from a realm beyond real life limitations such as  race, class or gender.

Production Credits:
Concept, Camera, Editing: Axel Stockburger

Century Noah Cosplay Group, Chongqing
Translation: Li Xiaoxi 

Funded by bm:ukk and WWTF.
 

Exhibitions: 
Troubling Research: Performing Knowledge in the Arts (2011), xhibit, Academy of Fine Arts Vienna





production shots - Red Transformer, Chongqing, July 2011



production shots - Red Transformer, Chongqing, July 2011



Ork Warrior, 2011, single channel HD video. length: 3 min., color, sound, Edition of 5/+1, 
courtesy of the artist.

Das Video Ork Warrior zeigt einen Spieler des online Rollenspiels World of Warcraft der sich eine detailierte 
Maske des Charakters den er im Spiel verkörpert produziert hat. Hier verschwimmen die Grenzen zwischen 
fiktionaler Welt und chinesischer Alltagsrealität.

The video Ork Warrior depicts a fan of the online computer game World of Warcraft who produced a detailed 
mask of the avatar he is playing inside the game. The video plays with the borders between fictional reality 
and the real world environment of this Chinese Fan. 

Production Credits:
Concept, Camera, Editing: Axel Stockburger

Century Noah Cosplay Group, Chongqing
Translation: Li Xiaoxi 

Funded by bm:ukk and WWTF.





COS I AM , 2011, single channel HD video. length: 6:45 min., color, sound, Edition of 5/+1, 
courtesy of the artist.

COS I AM wurde während meines ersten Aufenthaltes in Chongqing (2010 - 2011) mit der Century Noah cosplay 
Gruppe produziert. Cosplayer sind Fans vorwiegend japanischer Animationsfilme, Comics oder Computerspiele 
die Kostüme aus diesen narrativen Universen nachbauen und präsentieren. Die Charaktere in COS I AM stam-
men aus der japanischen Gundam serie, sowie dem Online Computerspiel World of Warcraft. Cosplay fasziniert 
mich weil diese kulturelle Form viele der Bereiche berührt die für meine künstlerische Arbeit von Bedeutung 
sind. Einerseits wirft es Fragen nach den Auswirkungen globaler Kommunikationsnetzwerke auf die möglichen 
Formen kultureller Produktion auf. Andererseits stehen auch hier die Probleme des sogenannten “geistigen 
Eigentums” im Vordergrund, da alle Charaktere sich im “Besitz” einiger weniger internationaler Unterh-
altungsfirmen befinden und die Fans diese Symbole entwenden und verändern. Zudem gibt es im cosplay 
Formen der Identifikation mit fiktionalen Wesen, die nicht den realweltlichen Einschränkungen durch Ethnie, 
Klasse oder Geschlecht unterliegen und dadurch eine Art von Befreiung oder auch Flucht eröffnen. IN COS I 
AM werden diese Charaktere mit der urbanen Gegenwart einer chinesischen Millionenstadt konfrontiert da der 
Film unter einer Autobahnbrücke aufgenommen wurde und somit alle Autofahrer zu Zeugen der Performance 
werden konnten.

The video COS I AM was shot during my first stay in Chongqing in 2010 with the Century noah Cosplay group.
Cosplayers are fans of mainly Japanes Anime films, Comics or Computer Games who produce elaborate 
costumes based on characters from these narrative universes. The characters in COS I AM were adapted from 
the Gundam Animation series and the World of Warcraft online computer game. I am fascinated with cosplay 
because this culture touches upon many of the issues that are important for my artistic work, namely the 
question how culture changes under the influence of contemporary global media cultures. A very important 
aspect here is the issue of intellectual property, which comes into play because all of these characters are 
registered trademarks owned by large international entertainment companies. What does it mean for the 
fans and audiences to adapt and transform these symbols. Furthermore, cosplay opens up many questions in 
conjunction with identification, since cosplayers deliberately choose to identify with and perform as fictional 
beings from a realm beyond real life limitations such as  race, class or gender. In COS I AM the characters were 
filmed in the urban wasteland under a highway bridge in Chongqing, in order to confront these fictional 
characters with an audience of drivers in a Chinese megacity. 

Production Credits:
Concept, Camera, Editing: Axel Stockburger

Century Noah Cosplay Group, Chongqing
Translation, Location Scout: Li Xiaoxi 
funded by bm:ukk
 
Exhibitions: 

1000 Plateaux Gallery, Chengdu, 2011





COS I AM , 2011, screenshots.



COS I AM , 2011, screenshots.



WORLDEATER - WUXIA Series

Axel Stockburger (2010) 

Text on Acrylic Plates, CNC, 60 cm x 80 cm.
8 pieces - Text on Acrylic Glass, Laser, 60 cm x 80 cm.

WORLDEATER ist der Titel einer Serie von textbasierten Arbeiten (Print, CNC, Laser auf verschiedenen 
Materialien) die sich auf Listen von Namen und Informationen aus globalen narrativen Welten 
unterschiedlicher Genres beziehen. Im Fall von WORLDEATER - WUXIA, werden Informationen wie etwa 
Filmtitel aus dem sogenannten Wuxia Universum, das aus chinesischen Schwert und Kampfkunst Romanen, 
Filmen und Computerspielen besteht, herangezogen. Beispielsweise bezieht sich eine Platte auf die 
berühmten Shaw Brothers Filme die das Genre dominieren. In diesem Fall wurden alle Titel gesammelt 
und mithilfe einer CNC Fräse in Acryl geschnitten. WORLDEATER ist in gewisser Weise der Versuch solche 
Universen zu verschlingen und auf ihre Grundbausteine hin zu reduzieren. Es geht in diesen Arbeiten 
darum die Bedeutung von spezifischen Informationen für verschiedene Gruppen sichtbar zu machen. 
Zudem verweisen diese Arbeiten immer auch auf die problematische Sphäre des “geistigen Eigentums”, 
da viele der Begriffe und Namen sich auf ältere Traditionen beziehen bevor sie innerhalb ökonomischer 
Verwertungszusammenhänge in Filmen oder Spielen auftauchen. 
 

WORLDEATER is a series of text-based pieces consisting of names of characters and titles, listing characters 
or functions from narrative media universes. In the case of WORLDEATER - WUXIA, the names of famous 
organisations from Wuxia films and novels, as they appear for example in the famous Shaw Brothers movies, 
were collected and cut into acrylic plates with a CNC machine. WORLDEATER is presented as a gesture that 
aims at the act of devouring such narrative universes, in order to process them and to spit out the stripped 
leftovers. Here the individual process of referencing cultural signifiers is set in motion as a textual “bare 
bones”- operation. To be confronted with such lists of names that might or might not trigger recognition and 
memory for members of the audience, along with their economical role as copyrighted goods, leads right 
towards the core issues of so-called information societies, namely the creation, reception and trade with 
language as material.







RED FLOWER SOCIETY   紅花會   WUDANG SECT   武當派   IRON COURAGE MANOR   鐵膽莊   SHAOLIN SECT   
少林派   SOUTHERN SHAOLIN SECT   南少林   YAN FAMILY FIST SECT   言家拳   SONGYANG SECT   嵩陽派   
DRAGON GATE GANG   龍門幫    PUWEI ESCORT AGENCY   普威鏢局    WEIXIN ESCORT AGENCY   威信鏢局    
BLOOD SABER SECT   血刀門    LUOHUA LIUSHUI   落花流水    MOUNT HUA SECT   華山派    FIVE POISONS CULT   
五毒教    DIANCANG SECT   點蒼派    TAIBAI SECT   太白派    QINGLIANG MONASTERY   清涼寺    IRON SWORD 
SECT   鐵劍門    XIANDU SECT   仙都派   CHESS DEITIES SECT   棋仙派    BLUE BAMBOO GANG   青竹幫    
FANYANG GANG 鄱陽幫 FEROCIOUS TIGER RIDGE MOUNTAIN STRONGHOLD 惡虎溝山寨    
LEOPARD-SLAYING RIDGE MOUNTAIN STRONGHOLD   殺豹崗山寨    FLYING TIGER STRONGHOLD   飛虎寨    
FLYING TIGER VALLEY MOUNTAIN STRONGHOLD 飛虎峪山寨 YELLOW STONE SLOPE MOUNTAIN 
STRONGHOLD   黃石坡山寨    THOUSANDS WILLOW MANOR   千柳莊   LOUXIA SECT   棲霞派    BOHAI SECT   
渤海派    GOLDEN DRAGON SECT   金龍幫    SOARING DRAGON SECT   游龍幫    BEFRIEND ESCORT AGENCY   
會友鏢局    EVER-VICTORIOUS ESCORT AGENCY   永勝鏢局   GOLDEN SERPENT CAMP   金蛇營    BEGGARS' 
SECT   丐幫    QUANZHEN SECT   全真教    PEACH BLOSSOM ISLAND   桃花島    ROYAL DUAN FAMILY OF THE 
KINGDOM OF DALI   大理國段氏    XIANXIA SECT   仙霞派    FIVE LAKE SECT   五湖門    IRON PALM SECT  
 鐵掌幫    MOUNT CHANGBAI SECT   長白山派    WHITE CAMEL MOUNTAIN MANOR   白駝山莊    KE FAMILY OF 
LANZHOU   蘭州柯家    ANCIENT TOMB SECT   古墓派    QUANZHEN SECT   全真教    BEGGARS' SECT  
丐幫    PEACH BLOSSOM ISLAND   桃花島    ROYAL DUAN FAMILY OF THE KINGDOM OF DALI   大理國段氏    
SHAOLIN SECT   少林派    LU FAMILY MANOR   陸家莊    IRON PALM SECT   鐵掌幫    PASSIONLESS VALLEY  
絕情谷    VAJRA SECT   金剛宗    BEGGARS' SECT   丐幫    HEAVENLY DRAGON SECT   天龍門    QINGZANG SECT   
青藏派    WUJI SECT   無極門    BAIHUI MONASTERY   百會寺    PINGTONG ESCORT AGENCY   平通鏢局    YINMA 
RIVER MOUNTAIN STRONGHOLD   飲馬川山寨    SHAOLIN SECT   少林派    KING OF HERBS SECT   藥王門    
FLYING STEEDS ESCORT AGENCY   飛馬鏢局    EIGHT TRIGRAMS SECT   八卦門    TAIJI SECT   太極門    EIGHT 
JI SECT   八極門    HUA FIST SECT   華拳門    HEAVENLY DRAGON SECT   天龍門    ZHENYUAN ESCORT AGENCY   
鎮遠鏢局    ZHONG FAMILY OF EBEI   鄂北鬼見愁鍾家    FIVE TIGERS SECT   五虎門    MAPLE LEAF MANOR   
楓葉莊    SKANDA SECT   韋陀門    SHANG FAMILY CASTLE   商家堡    WUDANG SECT   武當派    MING CULT   
明教    EMEI SECT   峨嵋派    SHAOLIN SECT   少林派    KUNLUN SECT   崑崙派    KONGTONG SECT   �峒派    
MOUNT HUA SECT   華山派    BEGGARS' SECT   丐幫    BLUE DRAGON SECT OF GOGURYEO   高麗青龍派    
SHAOLIN SECT OF THE WESTERN REGIONS   西域少林 VAJRA OF THE WESTERN REGIONS SECT   
西域金剛門    SHARKS' GANG   海鯊幫    GIANT WHALE GANG   巨鯨幫    DIVINE FIST SECT   神拳門    VAJRA 
SECT   金剛門    FIVE PHOENIXES SABER SECT   五鳳刀門    DRAGON GATE ESCORT AGENCY   龍門鏢局    
CROUCHING TIGER ESCORT AGENCY   虎踞鏢局    PUYANG ESCORT AGENCY   普陽鏢局    YUNYAN ESCORT 
AGENCY   雲燕鏢局    BEGGARS' SECT   丐幫    SHAOLIN SECT   少林派    ROYAL DUAN FAMILY OF THE KINGDOM 
OF DALI   大理國段氏    MURONG FAMILY OF GUSU   姑蘇幕容氏    MOUNT HEAVEN SECT   天山派    MANTUO 
MOUNTAIN MANOR   曼陀山莊    HEROES GATHERING MANOR   聚賢莊    CAREFREE SECT   逍遙派    XINGXIU 
SECT   星宿派    DEAF MUTE SECT   聾啞門    LINGJIU PALACE   靈鷲宮    HEAVENLY CHILD MONASTERY   
天童寺    ALLIANCE OF THE THIRTY-SIX CAVES AND SEVENTY-TWO ISLANDS   三十六洞七十二島    LIMITLESS 
SWORD SECT   無量劍派    PENGLAI SECT   蓬萊派    QINGCHENG SECT   青城派    FIRST CLASS HALL OF 
WESTERN XIA   西夏一品堂    BULL-SUBDUING SECT   伏牛派    ONE CHARACTER HUI SWORD SECT   
一字慧劍門    GREAT WHEEL MONASTERY   大輪寺    QIN FAMILY STRONGHOLD   秦家寨    HEROES' ISLAND   
俠客島    SHAOLIN SECT   少林派    WUDANG SECT   武當派    CHANGLE SECT   長樂幫    SNOWY MOUNTAIN 
SECT   雪山派    GOLDEN CROW SECT   金烏派    XUANSU MANOR   玄素莊    SKY-TOUCHING CLIFF   摩天崖    
GOLDEN SABER STRONGHOLD   金刀寨    FIVE MOUNTAIN SWORD SECTS ALLIANCE   五嶽劍派    MOUNT HUA 
SECT   華山派    MOUNT HENG SECT   衡山派    MOUNT HENG SECT   恆山派    MOUNT SONG SECT   
嵩山派    MOUNT TAI SECT   泰山派    SUN MOON HOLY CULT   日月神教    SHAOLIN SECT   少林派    WUDANG 
SECT   武當派    BEGGARS' SECT   丐幫    QINGCHENG SECT   青城派    GOLDEN SABER WANG FAMILY  
金刀王家    FUWEI ESCORT AGENCY   福威鏢局    YELLOW RIVER SECT   黃河幫    HEAVEN AND EARTH 
SOCIETY   天地會    MYSTIC DRAGON CULT   神龍教    KINGDOM OF TUNGNING   臺灣鄭氏王朝    
SHAOLIN SECT   少林派    WUDANG SECT   武當派    BEGGARS' SECT   丐幫    KUNLUN SECT   崑崙派    MU 
PRINCE RESIDENCE  沐王府    WANGWU SECT   王屋派    MOUNT WUYI SECT   武夷派    QINGLIANG 
MONASTERY   清涼寺    IRON SWORD SECT 鐵劍門    GOLDEN CROWN SECT   金頂門  



JINGSHENFENXI (2010) 3 channel HD Video installation, 16:9, Audio,Edition of 5+1

“Das Unbewusste ist strukturiert wie die chinesische Sprache.”

Huo Datong

JINGSHENFENXI ist eine 3 Kanal Videoinstallation die in Kollaboration mit Lisa Meixner während eines vom 
bm:ukk finanzierten Residency Aufenthaltes in Chengdu, China entstanden ist. DIe Arbeit beschäftigt sich 
mit den Bedingungen des Verhältnisses zwischen den Konzepten der Psychoanalyse und der chinesischen 
Gegenwartskultur. Obwohl Sigmund Freud’s Schriften in den 1920er Jahren große Erfolge in China feierten, 
wurde diese Rezeption durch den Aufstieg der kommunistischen Partei Chinas unterbrochen und erst vor 
kurzem wieder begonnen. Derzeit gibt es ein neu erwachtes Interesse an den Konzepten der Psychoanalyse 
in der chinesischen Gesellschaft.  Einer der prominentesten Vertreter dieses Prozesses is der in Chengdu 
lehrende und praktizierende Lacanianer, Professor Huo Datong. Im Zentrum der Installation steht die 
Dokumentation einer Performance in der Axel Stockburger an verschiedenen Orten in Chengdu einen
“depressiven” Panda verkörpert. Die ikonischeMacht dieses Tieres, die symbolisch mit Glück und Zufriedenheit 
verbunden wird, ist im chinesischen Alltag, vor allem in Form von Logos unterschiedlichster Firmen 
omnipräsent. Aus diesem Grund schien der Panda ein ideales Vehikel zu sein um emotionale Zustände zu 
projezieren und damit Reaktionen hervorzurufen. Dieses video wird von einer Textanimation auf der Basis der 
jeweiligen Übersetzungen und Assossiationsräume der einzelnen Schriftzeichen die den Begriff Psychoanalyse 
in Mandarin bedeuten, flankiert. Der dritte Teil der Installation ist einem Interview mit Professor Huo Datong 
gewidmet dass Fragen zur Funktion und Bedeutung der Psychoanalyse in China aufwirft. 

“The unconscious is structured like the Chinese language.”

Huo Datong

JINGSHENFENXI is a three-channel video installation that was realised as a collaboration between Lisa 
Meixner and Axel Stockburger during a bm:ukk sponsored artist residency in Chengdu, China. The piece 
poses a number of questions concerning the relationship between the concept of Psychoanalysis and Chinese 
Culture. Since Sigmund Freud’s writing was translated into Chinese in the 1920s, Chinese history in the 
last century led to a disruption of discourse with such concepts. At present a new interest in the concepts 
of Psychoanalysis seems to emerge with analysts and scholars such as the Lacan specialist Professor Huo 
Datong who works and teaches in Chengdu. At the core of the installation is a video of a performance in 
Chengdu city where Axel Stockburger posed as a highly depressive Panda. The iconic power of this animal 
that is often connected to ease and happiness, as well as its use by numerous brands, agencies and artists 
made it an ideal vehicle for the projection of an emotional state that public audiences in the city could connect 
to. This video is accompanied by a text animation which focuses on the Chinese translation of the word 
“Psychoanalysis” and the different layers of meaning associated with the characters. A third video consists 
of an interview with Professor Datong, posing questions about the function and meaning of Psychoanalysis in 
present day China.

Production Credits:
Concept: Axel Stockburger, Lisa Meixner
Camera: Lisa Meixner
Editing, Graphics, Performance: Axel Stockburger
Interview Translation: Yuan Mei-Nian
French Language Consultancy: Bruno Moreau

Special Thanks to Southwest Jiaotong University, Prof. Chen 
Haiming, Prof. Huo Datong, Robin, Damien 
Funded by bmu:kk
 

Exhibitions: 

1000 Plateaux Gallery, Chengdu, 2011
Organhaus Art Space, Chongqing, 2011





JINGSHENFENXI - exhibition views, Organhaus Art Space, Chongqing, 2011



JINGSHENFENXI - exhibition views, Organhaus Art Space, Chongqing, 2011



REAPER (2010) Video, Single Channel, 16:9, Audio, 3 min., Edition of 5+1

Das Video REAPER stellt den Versuch dar die historische Dichotomie zwischen Technologie und Natur die für 
die westliche Denktradition charakteristisch geworden ist in eine klare und reduzierte Bildsprache zu über-
setzen. Die ursprüngliche Idee für diese Umsetzung geht auf den Dokumentarfilm “Glaneur et Glaneuses” von 
Agnes Varda zurück, der den Akt des Sammelns (etwa von Nahrungsmitteln auf dem Feld) und dessen Trans-
formation unter den Bedingungen gegenwärtiger Technologien nachzeichnet. Hier wird die scheinbar einfache 
Handlung des Schneidens von Gras zu einer Metapher für die zunehmend komplexer werdende Beziehung 
zwischen Imaginationen des Natürlichen und dem Einbruch des Prinzips technologischer Erfindungsgabe. 
Zudem referiert die Figur des schattenhaften Schnitters auf die aus dem Mittelalter bekannten Darstellungen 
des Todes als Sensenmann.

The video REAPER represents the attempt to reflect the historical dichotomy between technology and nature 
that characterises Western thought in the form of a clarified and reduced visual translation. The inception of 
this piece is connected to Agnes Varda’s documentary film “glaneur et glaneuses”, which traces the figure of 
“gleaning” into a variety of contemporary situations. Here, the act of cutting grass serves as a metaphor for the 
increasingly complex intertwined relationship between imaginations of the natural and the impact of human 
technological intervention. The video also refers to the classical medieval epresentations of Death as the grim 
reaper of souls.

Production Credits:
Camera/Post Production: Axel Stockburger

Exhibitions:

2010 Jingshenfenxi, 1000 Plateaux Gallery, Chengdu

2010 DaDaDa Academy, Corridor Gallery, Plovdiv, Bulgaria





SPELLBOUND (2009) 
Videoinstallation, 2 HD Projections, 16:9 Video, Audio, 20 min., Edition of 5+1

 
Die Videoinstallation SPELLBOUND entwendet Elemente aus einer international erfolgreichen narrativen 
Struktur, dem Harry Potter Universum, um auf die Bruchlinien solcher globalisierter mythologischer Welten, 
die speziell in der Übersetzung in Erscheinung treten, zu verweisen. Hier tritt eine japanische gegen eine 
chinesische Zauberin an und beiden stehen sämtliche Zaubersprüche des Harry Potter-Franchises in der 
jeweiligen landessprachlichen Übersetzung zur Verfügung. Die Protagonistinnen sind dabei derart auf die sich 
gegenüberliegende Wände projiziert dass sie, scheinbar in der Luft schwebend, in Konfrontation zueinander 
stehen. Während die Verwendung von Zaubersprüchen auf den wesentlichen Zusammenhang zwischen 
Sprache und Performativität verweist, muss der Zauber an den Grenzen der Übersetzung scheitern. 
 
 
The video installation SPELLBOUND appropriates codes from contemporary global culture, in the form of the 
entirety of magic spells from the Harry Potter universe. A Chinese magician is confronted with a Japanese 
magician, both deploying the translated versions of the spells. The protagonists are projected onto two opposite 
walls in sich a manner that they appear to hover above the ground. Here the meaning of the magic spell as an 
ancient form of performativity based on language, which is directed towards a unique connection between self 
and world, is arranged as a poetic failure. The question is raised whether magic spells can be translated at all 
and which role encoding and decoding of meaning plays for the existence of magic itself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Production Credits:

Production Credits: 
Actors: Dan Dragschitz, Natsuko Okamoto
Camera: Lukas Heistinger
Sound Recording: Dominik Traun
Sound Postproduction: Sebastian Schlachter 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibitions: 

Worldeater, Galerie Winiarzyk, Vienna (Solo Exhibition)







SPELLBOUND (2009), Installation View, Galerie Winiarzyk, Vienna

SPELLBOUND (2009), Set Photo



WORLDEATER 

Exhibition,  Galerie Winiarzyk, Vienna
OCT 21,2009 - DEC 11, 2009

Die Ausstellung WORLDEATER vereint eine Auswahl neuer Arbeiten des Künstlers Axel Stockburger die 
sich auf unterschiedliche Weise mit dem Phänomen populärer globaler Narrationsuniversen und kultureller 
Franchises wie etwa Harry Potter, Herr der Ringe, Dune oder Pokemon auseinandersetzen. So wird man etwa 
in der  Videoarbeit “Bestiarium” (2007) mit einer Person konfrontiert die sämtliche (deutschen) Eigennamen 
des in den 90er Jahren global erfolgreichen Pokemon Universums in die Kamera spricht. Diese Eigennamen, 
die sich aus onomatopoetischen Eigenschaften der bezeichneten Phantasiewesen, deren Bezeichnung im 
Japanischen, sowie Altgriechischen und Lateinischen Wurzeln speisen, letztlich aber das Ergebnis der Arbeit 
eines Kreativteams sind verweisen einerseits auf eine ältere sprachliche Tradition andererseits verwandeln 
sie sich in der künstlerischen Arbeit in eine Mischung zwischen magischer Beschwörung und fremdartigem 
lexikalischem Informations -korpus. Auch die Videoinstallation “Spellbound” appropriiert Elemente aus 
einer international erfolgreichen narrativen Struktur, dem Harry Potter Universum, um auf die Bruchlinien 
solcherart globalisierter mythologischer Welten, die speziell in der Übersetzung in Erscheinung treten 
hinzuweisen. Hier tritt eine japanische gegen eine chinesische Zauberin an und beiden stehen sämtliche 
Zaubersprüche des Harry Potter-Franchises in der jeweiligen landessprachlichen Übersetzung zur Verfügung. 
Während die Verwendung von Zaubersprüchen auf den wesentlichen Zusammenhang zwischen Sprache 
und Performativität verweist, muss der Zauber an den Grenzen der Übersetzung scheitern. Eine Serie von 
Textarbeiten versucht darüber hinaus in gewisser Weise narrative fiktionale Universen zu verschlucken und 
zu verdauen um schlussendlich deren informationelle Residuen in Form von Eigennamen zu bannen die 
wiederum zum Ausgangspunkt für die individuelle Verortung des Publikums in derartige industriell produzierte 
Fiktionswelten werden kann. Eigennamen werden so wieder zum Ausgangspunkt der Auseinandersetzung mit 
einer Welt die gegenwärtig von Diskursen geprägt ist die um die Bedeutung von sogenannten Informations-
gesellschaften ringen und deren ökonomische Basis zunehmend im urheberrechtlichen Schutz von Namen 
und Begriffen verankert wird.

The exhibition WORLDEATER presents recent works of the artist Axel Stockburger that address global popular 
narrative franchise systems, such as Harry Potter, Dune or Pokemon. In the video BESTIARIUM (2007), for 
example, the viewer is confronted with a person who speaks all of the 500 different names of entities in the 
Japanese Pokemon universe that became hugely popular during the 90ies and branched out into computer 
games, films and books that were translated for a world wide audience. These names are derived from a 
mixture between the onomatopoetic qualities that these fantasy creatures display, Latin and Greek roots, as 
well as the respective national idioms (in this case German) and have been designed by dedicated creative 
teams. In the artistic work these appropriated names, spoken by a person who is trained in ancient languages, 
are transformed into an odd hybrid between magical incantation and concrete poetry. The video-installation 
SPELLBOUND similarly appropriates codes from contemporary global culture, in the form of the entirety of 
magic spells from the Harry Potter universe. Here, a Chinese magician is confronted with a Japanese magician, 
both deploying the translated versions of the spells. Here the meaning of the magic spell as an ancient form 
of performativity based on language, which is directed towards a unique connection between self and world, 
is arranged as a poetic failure. The question is raised whether magic spells can be translated at all and which 
role encoding and decoding of meaning plays for the existence of magic itself. A series of text-based pieces is 
presented as  a gesture that aims at the act of devouring such narrative universes, in order to process them 
and to spit out the stripped leftovers. Here the individual process of referencing cultural signifiers is set in 
motion as a textual “bare bones”- operation. To be confronted with such lists of names that might or might not 
trigger recognition and memory for members of the audience, along with their economical role as copyrighted 
goods, leads right towards the core issues of so-called information societies, namely the creation, reception 
and trade with language as material.





GOLDFARMER (2008) 
Video, DVD PAL, 16:9, 15 min., Edition of 5+1

Das Video Goldfarmer beschäftigt sich mit gegenwärtigen ökonomischen Transformationen indem ein 
sogenannter Goldfarmer, der Spieler eines populären Internet Computerspiels, der mit dem Spielen selbst 
ein Einkommen generiert, interviewt wird. Der Spieler wird dabei anonymisiert indem ihm der Avatar den er 
im Spiel verwendet dogital über sein Gesicht gesetzt wird. Das Phänomen des Goldfarming, das speziell in 
Asien, zu einer ernstzunehmenden Form der Arbeit geworden ist, wird hier als Modell verwendet um eine 
Auseinandersetzung mit der gegenwärtigen Verschiebung der Grenze zwischen Arbeit und Freizeit und der 
Dominanz ökonomischer Paradigma über alle Lebensbereiche, zu ermöglichen.

The video Goldfarmer addresses contemporary economical and cultural transformations by interviewing a 
so called goldfarmer, the player of a popular online game who generates an income by playing. The player 
has been rendered anonymous by digitally adding the avatar he embodies in the game environment over 
his face. The phenomenon of goldfarming, that has become a viable form of work, specifically in Asian 
countries, is used as a model to engage with the transformation of the border between work and play that 
seems to be characterised by the current dominance of economical paradigms over all other areas of life.

Production Credits:

Concept, Camera, Editing: Axel Stockburger
Digital Animation and Motion Capturing: Franz Schubert
Sound Edit: Sebastian Schlachter
The interviewee wishes to remain anonymous

Exhibitions: 

2009        TALK TALK - Das Interview als künstlerische Praxis, 
 Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst, Leipzig
 Kunstverein Medienturm, Graz
 Galerie 5020, Salzburg
 
 After the End - Faux Raccords, Rencontres Internationales 09, Tabacalera, Madrid

2008 Multiplexed, E:vent Gallery, London
 
 It’s all in the Game, AVECOM, Arnhem

 Games, Kunsthalle Project Space, Vienna

Goldfarmer Press:

Gerald Nestler: “Heavy Rotation  System - Wie Zukunft Gegenwart schafft und Optionen sich als Kunst  
darstellen” Kunstforum Nr. 200, Feb 2010.
Isabelle Avers, “Player: One”, Amusement 02.09. 2008.
Judith Borowski, Kunststück, Financial Times Deutschland, 08.08.2008.
Katalog: Games, Kunsthalle Wien, Eds.: Ernst Strouhal, Mathias Fuchs, 2008.

Goldfarmer is part of the Jim & Mary Barr Collection, New Zealand





GOLDFARMER  
text transcription for subtitles

00:03:55 
You get gold by slaying these foes - killing adversaries - and you can loot them afterwards and take all the 
gold they have on them - not players but in-game persons - and you get more and more gold - and then 
you get experience from killing and you slowly get to a higher and higher level and you can kill things that 
have an equally high level - 

00:05:31
So the longer the game progressed the more gold there was in the game and the more value the gold had

00:05:40
I was in a strange situation in my life because I had no job i wanted to go to school but i dropped out and I 
had no way of getting any tuition from the state - so at that point I was basically living by stealing in shops 
- when i bought World of Warcraft all my time - and I mean all my time went into the game - It was my 
life for those months in the start - i mean there was no other thing - and I forgot about things like how to 
get money to pay the rent and how to get money to buy food and stuff like that ... and that’s actually how I 
started selling gold on the Internet because there was a month were I got this reality check - I had to pay 
rent but I had no money for rent - and then i remembered that i had sold some gold to a friend for a pack of 
cigarettes or something - so there must me a value on it - and I went to ebay and right there on ebay there 
were listings of different people selling gold - and the prize was very very high - it wasn’t a lot of money I 
had to raise but it was some money - and if you have none some is a lot - so i sold some gold on ebay - I got 
a fair prize - But when you try to calculate how much time you spend making the gold your wages become 
ridiculously  low - really ridiculous ...

00:07:15
I remember logging in one time and I think it was just five days after the game started - One of my friends 
had levelled all night - He hadn’t slept for more than two hours a night - we all laughed a bit about it 
because we thought it was a bit over the top - but seen in the back mirror it was ridiculuous that we 
laughed about it because during the next week we all ended up like him - He reached level forty and he had 
to get this mount and he desperately wanted gold because it cost like a 100 gold but he didn’t have it and 
there wasn’t a lot of gold in the game at that time -  So I said I really need some smokes and if he would 
buy me a pack of cigarettes I would give him some gold - I don’t remember how much gold it was exactly 
but maybe forty gold - something like that - But he did - He bought me some cigarettes and the most 
insane thing about it was that he brought them to my dormitory and he lives thirty minutes away by bike 
- But he biked up with some cigarettes for me and I gave him the gold - That’s one thing I remember - He 
was pretty desperate but he was also very happy afterwards ...



Judith Borowski, Kunststück, Financial Times Deutschland, 08.08.2008

Isabelle Avers, “Player: One”, Amusement, Paris,  02.09.2008





Gerald Nestler: “Heavy Rotation  System - Wie Zukunft Gegenwart schafft und Optionen sich als Kunst  darstellen” 
Kunstforum Nr. 200, Feb 2010.



BESTIARIUM (2008)  
Video, DVD PAL 4:3, 34 min., Edition of 5+1

In der Videoarbeit BESTIARIUM wird man mit einer Person konfrontiert die sämtliche (deutschen) 
Eigennamen der einzelnen Entitäten des in den 90er Jahren global erfolgreichen Pokemon Universums in 
die Kamera spricht. Diese Eigennamen, die sich aus onomatopoetischen Eigenschaften der bezeichneten 
Phantasiewesen, deren Bezeichnung im Japanischen, sowie Altgriechischen und Lateinischen Wurzeln 
speisen, letztlich aber das Ergebnis der Arbeit eines Kreativteams sind verweisen einerseits auf eine ältere 
sprachliche Tradition andererseits verwandeln sie sich in der künstlerischen Arbeit in eine Mischung 
zwischen magischer Beschwörung und fremdartigem lexikalischem Informationskorpus.

BESTIARIUM addresses the gap between specific audiences and contemporary narrative universes created 
by multinational companies. An old man speaks the german names of all the different entities present in 
the multimillion dollar brand universe of Pokemon. While he has no knowledge of the Pokemon 
phenomenon he is confronted with a series of names that have been created by an international creative 
team on the basis of several different languages (Greek, Latin, English, Japanese, French, German). It is at 
once an odd poetic incantation for the uninitiated and a very clear system of information and reference for 
all those who have come in contact with the Pokemon universe. In this sense the piece attempts to actively 
present the impact of cultural enterprises within different audience settings and demographics.

 
 
 
 

 
 
Production Credits:

Concept, Editing: Axel Stockburger
Actor: Hartmut Roch
Camera: Franz Dude
Sound: Axel Stockburger 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exhibitions: 

2009 Videorama, Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna
 Summer Reading, Invisible-Exports Gallery, New York

2008  Real Life, Portman Gallery, London
 Abstracts of Syn, arge Kunst, Galleria Museo, Bolzano





Exhibition View, Galerie Winiarzyk, Vienna, 2009





ABSTRACTION (2008) 
Video, DVD PAL, 4:3, 05:10 min., Edition of 5+1

Einzelbildanimation

Single Frame Animation.

Exhibitions:

2009 Videorama, Kunsthalle Wien, Vienna

2008   Abstracts of Syn, arge Kunst, Galleria Museo, Bolzano





Abstract-o-delica 
 
Diana Baldon, April, 2008 - from the  book: Abstracts of Syn, Medienturm Graz
,
One of the most memorable sequences of Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968) is a scene 
showing a sound and colourful light journey in which astronaut Dave Bowman travels to another place and 
time. In the moment he exits Discovery One space station in a pod to investigate the unusual alignment 
of a planet, its satellite moons and a large floating black monolith, he gets sucked into a tunnel enabling 
teleportation at cosmic distances away. Kubrick’s 5-minute star gate sequence is perhaps one of the best 
cinematographic representations of the so-called “wormhole”, a classic trope in science-fiction literature, 
whose trip of visual psychedelic effects and intense psychology has amazed masses of cinemagoers over 
decades.

At first sight, Stockburger’s video Abstraction (2008), appears as the brainchild of the rainbow effects of 
the star gate. To be brought in the giant wormhole is not a “space gater” but 100,000 pictures found in the 
most comprehensive image search technology on the web: Google Image Search. Kubrick’s abstract colour 
planes are here replaced with images outsourced from different engines by way of search by keyword 
approach. Reflecting upon a theme, that of “abstraction”, Stockburger turns this topic of investigation 
into a methodological tool used to used to compile images tagged by internet users and following these 
engines’ recommendations t0 what can denote “abstraction.” Highlighting similarities and discrepancies 
of programmes of internet search technologies (for instance Google’s ability to laser-focus on the tastes of 
consumers) and those in the human brain helping it to translate and recognise patterns, the visual content 
of Abstraction – whose title remains self-referential and nominal by nature – depends on pre-existing 
indexes of preferences expressed by millions of web users who decide for the artist what can be labelled 
abstract or not. And like him, while contemplating the flux of Abstraction, we come to realise that for many 
of them the notion of abstraction is representative of a compendium of references that can be reconciled 
into a database, an inventory of other subjects’ suggestions.

It is nearly impossible to distinguish any singular image within this video’s neat mechanical, objective 
system of organisation. They all flash in front of the viewer’s eyes at light speed, spinning around pictures 
that don’t follow specific logics of selection but arbitrary principles of association, in that they all contain 
non-figurative patterns and art historical references to paintings of currents in modern art such as Wassily 
Kandinsky’s abstract works, 1950s American expressionist and colour field painting, or other movements 
in sculpture of Modernist lineage. Strongly preserving the plastic language of painting, Abstraction in 
fact appears to be a synaestetic, immersive, even hypnotic experience that brings together movement, 
colour and noise at once. He draws on mannerist graphic effects of colour, combinations of forms and 
lines summoned by Clive Bell’s views of the 1910s and 30s at the heyday of European modernism. At 
the same time 20th century artworks masters of Modernity are only vacuous quotations that repeat ad 
infinitum, and show the iconical impact that abstraction has had in many spheres of today’s culture and 
society: from advertising pamphlets to Prada garments, from architectural features to IKEA furniture, 
from archaeological plates to election day polls, from astrologic charts to Bauhaus jewels. Stockburger 
is not interested in giving shape to a formal understanding of abstraction as an heroic art historical or 
philosophical category. In citing historical moments concerned with artifice (extending a strand of formalist 
concerns that were always mannered and self- conscious), hyperbolic emotionalism, the recycling of older 
touchstones of utopianism revisited by religious spiritual and socialist communes of the 60s, Stockburger 
acknowledges his distance from these fragile cultural epochs, and so do the subjects determining his 
image archive. While contemplating the brutally fast image flow of Abstraction, we come to realise that for 
many internet users the notion of abstraction is representative of a compendium of references: decorative 
patterns on ceramic dishes, Arabic carpets, underwear and stained glass windows and jewels; religious 
imagery (how can you symbolize the spiritual otherwise?); optical effects provoked by kaleidoscopes; graph-
based diagrams of economic statistics, computer software; close-ups of medical studies. Stockburger 
makes no direct critique of other people’s taste but his terms of inquiry are opened to the viewer solicited 
to reflect upon the billion possible associations to be drawn among pictures that, because of the speed 
they turn around, can be captured by the eye as afterimages only. According to Lithuanian linguist Algirdas 
Julien Greimas, whose theories have largely contributed to the birth of semiotics as a discipline studying 
communication processes, the production of meaning in language derives from patters of recognition, 
repetition and invention. In his views, within each context of use, signifiers (words or images) and signified
(meaning) can be socially and culturally recognised by way of translating signs articulated in deep 
structures (hidden agendas) and surface syntax (the way signs manifest themselves; in linguistic this 
happens thanks to grammar). In other words, we give meaning to the universe only by way of interpreting 
it, we construct it thanks to words designating images. Moreover, all signs stay in close relation among 
themselves through formal structures, or groups, which have great influence on who uses them. 
Functioning like in language, Abstraction attempts to map out the maximal possible results from a process 
of translation and denotation of word- image, the consequence of the simple action of tagging by a internet 
user which can open up a whole universe of definitions on the web. In resembling the functioning of digital 
databases, how these cross-reference and network files together according to naming, Stockburger’s 
constant stream of abstract images is therefore an index of perspectives combined under an embedded 
shared understanding of the term “abstraction”.



How does human perception work when there are so many subjects involved? Who decides what is to be 
defined “abstract”? And once all these viewpoints are unified, what is the resulting common denominator? 
Abstraction visualises the mental ability of web users to distinguish what can be learned as abstract. 
Its methods of inquiry resemble the founding principles established by Google search engine as a 
system indexing millions of web pages and estimating a site’s importance, so that users can search 
for the information they desire by help of keywords and operators. It is a polyphony of connotations 
and reference systems closely interlinked that is at the core of this work, without the artist making his 
viewpoint predominant and at the same time making all other perspectives objective in the process of 
identifying what is “abstraction” as in Google’s system (the pages with the most links to them from other 
highly relevant web pages must be the most relevant pages associated with the search). Disregarding 
hierarchies and registers of taste, Abstraction highlights a demographic, anthropological dimension 
connected to images, how these constituencies inform the collective psychology of millions of web users. 
Paradoxes, desires and obscure combinations resulting from a term whose complex definition insists 
on an imperceptible confrontation of the individually perceived value with the socially perceived value. 
“Abstraction” stands not for things we see as they are, but as we are, with our own cultural- specific 
investment of practical, aesthetic, symbolic decisions. In other words, abstraction is in the human mind, 
not in things themselves, it is a faculty, a set of different meanings as intended and experienced by 
different subjects.

Stockburger’s interest in translation, whether concerned with word-image interpretation or with 
media (transferring from the territory of internet to that of video), seems to be indebted to the legacy 
of conceptual strategies by Belgian artists René Magritte and Marcel Broodthaers. In particular, the 
methods of signification in Abstraction can be further explained in the light of some predominant aspects 
of Broodthaers’s work. Focusing on how language mismatches words and images, Magritte’s painting The 
Betrayal of Images (This is Not a Pipe), 1928-1929, or Broodthaers’ Musée d’Art Moderne, Départment 
des Aigles, 1968-72, are not mere illustrations of an object or a concept. On the contrary, they gently 
destabilize our mental habits of representation, elaborating didactic classifications, denying images 
through words, or representing familiar objects juxtaposing a name other than their conventional ones. 
Similarly to these, Stockburger questions whether the image “abstraction” actually represents what we 
think it should stand for, and to categorize the many possibilities of meaning, his video follows similar 
rules of database programs of search engines. However, unlike Magritte and Broodthaers, Stockburger 
is not interested in juxtaposing text onto an iconic image but in piling up on top of each other as many 
pictures as possible in order to open up a space for critical reflection for the viewer, him/herself required 
to make sense of the information accumulated. Developed in the late 60s in books and sculptural 
installations displaying organic materials such as palm trees or stuffed animals, chairs and shelves, 
Broodthaers’s Théorie des Figures juxtaposed designations to objects, and introduced what he termed 
“musealisation”, a phenomenon understood in connection with a range of meanings that objects can 
have in a given society and the ideological and economic context in which art appears. The mechanisms 
of signification of Broodthaers’s objects didn’t depend on the displayed object itself (a word or image 
didn’t refer to anything else beside itself, without any hidden meaning) but on its context of appearance, 
in particular that of the museum and its multiple functions and conventions. Similarly, Stockburger’s 
systematic execution in juxtaposing found images by web consumers reflects on their provenance, their 
homogeneity and, to some extent, populism, how their formal relations in choice transform abstraction 
into a dynamic and yet delusive process of image consumption.

While watching Abstraction we become “gateheads,” to borrow a word from sci-fi fan clubs of the TV 
series Stargate. One of the most characterizing aspects of this video is the extreme, speeded up stream 
of pictures that, rigorously maintained in the original sizes, formats and resolution, draws the viewer 
from the centre out into another cosmos. We stare at a huge archive of pictures running at light speed, 
disappearing into a black background whose deepness and neutralising feeling of empty, negative 
space swallows them into a dark universe. The kinetic flicker of Abstraction results into a simultaneous 
convergence of the many pictures into a single inextricable one, recalling Jorge Luis Borges’ description 
of The Aleph (1949) as the artifact revealing the entire universe. The rapid image flow guarantees no 
single image dominates on another, illustrating instead what abstraction means for about 10,000 internet 
users globally. A crucial aspect of this work is that it isn’t concerned with a subjective perspective per 
se, we see something else than a singular image, an amalgamate instigating the viewer to examine 
his/her own visual perspective in browsing information. A critically-participant spectator is therefore 
essential for understanding Abstraction as its key analysis is addressed towards behavioural models of 
consumption over the time spent blogging, googling and making images available online. The puzzlement 
provoked by information displayed so quickly demands an active and alert visitor, made to question, 
not only in terms of social communication but also scientifically, which viewpoint to take (and asking 
“which one is the ‘right’ one?”). Consequently a phenomenological stance emerges: Stockburger solicits 
viewers to not be passive observers but become critical actors as the open-endedness of his video 
is structured for an audience predominantly, an effort close to that of conceptual and post-studio art 
practices interested in creating an apposite syntax for examining society and its systems. This underlying 
goal is something indicated in the early 1960s by Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s theories, which reclaimed 
an embodied type of perception of the world as what we perceive is dependent on our being at any one 
moment within a matrix of circumstances that determine how and what it is that we perceive. Therefore 
it could argued that in this work, even though in a subtle manner, the viewer is inseparable from what s/
he is watching, they become a single entity. Requiring psychological concentration and visual immersion, 
Abstraction also shift the viewer’s attention away from its content/subject matter to seduce him/her with 



a sensation of motion straining the eye, the traffic of images being so fast it induces neurons to 
leave impressions of afterimages on the retina by way of retaining pictures that, even after being 
exposed for a fragment of a second never cease disappearing in the same moment they appear. 
This phenomenon tricking perception belongs to a long history of deceptive art that features, 
among many optical illusions, camera obscuras and lucidas, anamorphoses, peep- shows, 
dioptrical paradoxes, magic lanterns, phantasmagorias, stroboscopic discs, chronophotographic 
and, last but not least, cinematographic pictures. In cinema in particular, deception plays a crucial 
role in the development of abstract art, vigorously reverberated in the avant-garde work of the 
Italian futurists, Marcel Duchamp and the Surrealists. Such tradition reinforces Stockburger’s 
knowledge of how the philosophy of perception and consciousness fuelled a quest to produce 
durable images of the world, set in motion from cinema to 3-D computer games. Kine is the 
smallest unit of filmic information, created when the spectator blends two consecutive images into 
a third inside the brain: Abstraction’s persistence of movement enables us to enhance our vision to 
perceive the endless series of single pictures in rapid succession as a coherent, fluent film. 
As a counter-active effect to this, the video’s soundtrack is instead completely slowed down to 
become a permanent, abstract, loud noise whose main function is to provide a fluid sensation of a 
collection of particles in motion.

Identifying a theme whose content is by nature “unmarketable” to explore the assumptions that 
dictate what abstraction is and who it is for, we understand, in conclusion, that the main concern 
of Abstraction is to define the politics of representation and cultural imperialism existing within 
the digital domain of technology. It functions like a plug-in to a cultural system of knowledge 
production in which an orchestration of cohabiting images represents internet’s structural 
devices, how these, closely interlinked, are an influential apparatus conditioning the specific 
modes of reception, input and feedback generated by communities of web consumers. According 
to Stockburger, no single view should be elevated over another as a cultural signifier but it 
should be established a non-hierarchical organizational base for processing million of found 
images that, confronting us with all sets of codes and mechanisms, provide a context for critical 
negotiation among differences in taste, education, interpretation. The magical alignment of images 
relating to different aspects of a single theme, with the multiple, isolated perspectives of groups 
of online consumers, holds the key to this work, a fusion that makes complex and contradictory 
generalisations around abstraction flow like harmonic vowels in language.



Press: Südtiroler Tageszeitung, 02.03.2008 



ILSA Factory Database (2006) Axel Stockburger

ILSA initials stand for Industria Linii, Societate Anonima textile factory founded in Timisoara in the early 1920's.
The video was filmed in May 2006 in the abandoned ILSA ( Industria Linii, Societate Anonima) textile factory in
Timisoara, Romania. Over the years, the workers have generated a kind of image database consisting of an
immense amount of clippings from newspapers, product covers, photographys, posters, labels, postcards and
stickers on the walls of numerous rooms throughout the factory complex. The camera traces this odd collection 
of imagery, which evokes products, people, places and dreams and follows the paths of image arrangement. 
For example there exists an entire wall made up of cars, another wall groups political figures such as the dictator
Ceasescu with He-Man and a Boss advert, thereby making fun of power relations and Machismo. Other imagery
shows families from south america juxtaposed with postcards from the suiss mountains. The camera movement
and animation tries to uncover the connections between different iimages in this veritable database in order to tell
a narrative fuelled by the rich imagination of the factory workers at ILSA.

ILSA Factory Database, 2006, DVD Video, 6 minutes, Edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.�
Concept & camera: Axel Stockburger, Sound: Mark Schreiber.



BUREAU OF RICH HARVEST - DEPARTMENT CHINA (2006) Axel Stockburger

The Installation BUREAU OF RICH HARVEST - DEPARTMENT CHINA refers to Marcel Broodthaer's Museum of
Eagles. Two image archives derived from Internet search for the words "Eagle" and "Dragon" are confronted with
each other. The mythical and ancient chinese Dragon is brought in contact with the other symbol of imperial
power, the eagle. The installation consists of 1000 single images that are arranged in two blocks and was part of
the exhibition POTENTIAL DIALOGUE at the RCM museum in Nanjing, China

Installation, 2006,  4000 Photoprints, Axel Stockburger & Nikolaus Gansterer, 



Boys in the Hood (2005) Axel Stockburger

The Video Boys in the Hood consists of interviews with players of the controversial computer game Grand Theft
Auto.The players deliver their perspective of the narrative space of the game by giving detailed descriptions of
locations, movements and actions  in the game. These subjective accounts of a shared space lead to a diffusion of
the borders between ‘real’ and ‘virtual’.

Boys in The Hood, 2005, DVD Video, 60 minutes, Edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.



1+1=1 The Bastard Pop Formula (2005) Axel Stockburger

The Audiovisual Life Performance 1=1=1, The Bastard Pop Formula - Cannibalism in Popular
Music has been developed by Axel Stockburger and N.I.C.J.O.B. It comments on the popular
phenomenon of Bastard Pop, that has emerged with the ubiquitous online sharing of music.
Bastard Pop standsthe combination of 2 entire tracks from two different artists in order to
form one new piece of music.N.I.C.J.O.B. creates a dense web of pop hooks and loops with
four turntables in dialogue with a live videopiece by Axel Stockburger, that utilises a database
of 100.000 artist names which are continually recombined.

Performed as part of the exhibition Lebt und arbeitet in Wien II on the 30.06.05 at Kunsthalle
Wien, Museumsquartier and at Kunsthalle Graz, on the 28.01.05 for the 
opening of the exhibition Now's The Time.

1+1=1, Live Performance with N.I.C.J.O.B., 2005, Audio/Video, 4 Record Players, Max Msp
Patch, Documentation DVD.



Tokyo Arcade Warriors - Shibuya (2005) Axel Stockburger

Tokyo Arcade Warriors - Shibuya, is part of an ongoing series of videoportraits of players of 
video and computer games. It was shot in September 2003 in three different  Public Gaming
Arcades near Shinjuku/Tokyo. The faces of the players are the only visible evidence of the 
game being played. Their facial reactions are synced with the sounds emerging from the 
game consoles.

TokyoArcade Warriors - Shibuya, 2005, DVD Video, 4 minutes, Edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.



Brilliant City (2004) Axel Stockburger

The film Brilliant City was produced during a stay in Shanghai with the British Council Artist Link Program. The title refers to
the name of the location, a residential complex comprised of 25 high-rises in the northern part of Shanghai. It is entirely shot
from the 34th floor of one of the buildings and stages a peeping tom view of the surrounding city, capturing everyday activities
that can be observed from this vantage point - training soldiers, building activity, traffic, gardening. The camera hovers above
the entire panorama and focuses on details in the surrounding urban fabric.The film reacts to a particular visual paradigm,
which is well known from strategy and simulation computer games (Sim City, The Sims) as the so called God View. It is the dis-
tanced perspective usually taken on by city planners, game players 
or  politicians. In these situations people turn from individuals into patterns of movement 
and symbolic activity, and the viewer is turned into an accomplice of the visual apparatus 
and the power relations it signifies.

The film was shown at the following exhibitions and festivals: 

“British Film Festival“, 2005, Shanghai, CHN 
“Shanghai Surprise“,Exhibition, Lothringer 13, 2005, Munich, DE 
“Now’s the Time“, Exhibition, Medienturm, 2005, Graz, AT 
“Video as Urban Condition“, ACF, 2005, London, UK
“Fly Stories,  Mobile Road Cinema“, 2005, TH 
“Tulsaoverground Festival“, 2005, Tulsa, US 
“Cimatics Festival“, 2005, Brussels, BE 
“Brilliant City“,Exhibition, Starkwhite, 2006, Auckland, NZ 
“Transvision“, onedotzero, 2006, ICA, London and Red Dot Museum, 2006, Singapore 
“Lovebytes Festival“, 2006, Manchester, UK 
“File Festival“, 2006, Sao Paulo, BR  
“ArtExpo Video Exhibition“, 2006, Kentucky, US 
“Rencontrees Audiovisuelles Festival“, 2006, Lille, FR 
“Pictoplasma Festival“, Firenze, 2006, IT 

Brilliant City, 2005, DVD Video, 12 minutes, courtesy of the artist and D-Fuse, 
Conception, Filming, Editing, Animation: Axel Stockburge,  Sound: Mathias Kispert, Still Imagery: Mike Faulkner.



GO (2005) Axel Stockburger

The Videoinstallation GO is recreation of one round of the ancient asian game GO that has
been filmed in a public park in Shanghai. GO highlights the specific spatial structure that
emerges from the territorial rules of the game.

GO, Video Installation, MDF Box 150 cm x 100 cm x 70 cm, Plasma TV,  DVD 30 min,
courtesy of the artist.

exhibition views , Spielraum, Praxis Gallery Vienna



Aleph Series (2000 - 2004) - Love, Hate Axel Stockburger

The videos Love and Hate are part of a series of works under the collective title Aleph, that
has been started in the year 2000. The title refers to a short story by J.L.Borges, which
describes the discovery of the curious phenomenon of the Aleph. It is a spaceless space that
can only be seen from the stairs leading to the cellar of a friend of the writer, but it 
simultaenously opens up an access to the whole universe of visual information. The Aleph 
is described as a source of an immense richess of information which makes it impossible to
represent it or capture it in words. It fascinates and captivates the writer in such a way that 
it makes it impossible for him to keep up his work.

The Aleph videos Love and Hate consist entirely of images downloaded from the internet that
have been given the respective titles of Love or Hate. A whole world of the most diverse
images is grouped by these language concepts. From people to books, animals, objects,
landscapes, works of art to pornography it seems that the whole universe of human pattern
recognition and meaning is present. 25 images are shown per second which goes beyond 
the borders of human visual perception, thereby creating a stream of images that cannot be
fully decoded or understood. 

Marcel Broodthaer’s famous Museum of Eagles, in which he grouped images and objects
from the most diverse fields of life that based on their reference to the word eagle can be
seen as a very early attempt to question structuring of information. Since this early
encounter, machines and programs have been developed to make sense within a universe 
of signification. Google could be seen as one of the most recent attempts to channel this 
universe of meaning. The Aleph series is questioning the relation between abstract 
concepts and language on the one hand and the sheer explosion of visual information 
on the other hand. It is at once an attempt in vain to fix and grasp something that cannot 
be pinned down, like the attempt to start drinking the seas dry.

Hate , 2003, DVD Video, 3 minutes, Edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.
Love , 2003, DVD Video, 3 minutes, Edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.

collection of images appearing in 1 second of
the video Love

collection of images appearing in 1 second of
the video Hate



WE ACCEPT (2003) Axel Stockburger

The video We Accept is part of a series of short films entitled the Aleph series, consisting
entirely of images downloaded from the Internet. All of these short videopieces target the
selection and processing of visual information on a systemic level, regarding the logical
structure of search programs and webbrowsers, as well as human perceptive capabilities. 
About 10000 images have been selected according to their filename ("credit card") and
turned into a single frame animation. Images are selected and combined according to their
referential context: the title that has been chosen when the image was saved. The sequential
animation of all these images in a film represents the vast context of images subsumed to a
language based category. Images advertising and symbolising different credit cards and 
virtual payment systems have become a visual undercurrent of the contemporary state of 
the world wide web. In "We Accept" they have been taken from the sites  and form the 
content of the video.

We Accept, 2005, DVD Video, 3 minutes, Edition of 5, Sound: Kid 606: Ass Sratch Fever
courtesy of the artist.

collection of images appearing in We Accept, print 



PGP Series  (2000 - 2002) Axel Stockburger

PGP ("Pretty Good Privacy") is a military strength digital cryptography solution.It enables people to
exchange files in a private, encrypted format over the Internet and also provides message authentica-
tion. PGP is a so-called public key system. Each person using PGP has two keys, a public and a 
private key. The keys are actually a digital signature, a small file with a stream of uniquely generated 
numbers.The public key is widely distributed to any correspondents, and the private key is guarded
with secrecy. An encrypted message is scrambled in a complex way to make it unreadable to anyone
who doesn't have both keys.Thus one can use the private key and the recipient's public key to 
generate a message that can only be unscrambled by the recipient who has the public key as well as
the private key. This enables the exchange of encrypted messages with anyone with whom has the
public key. 

The works in the series , showing images downloaded from the Internet chosen by Axel Stockburger,
which are encrypted with the military-strength encryption program PGP. Beyond the gibberish of 
random ascii-code that represents the image, the viewer is led to imagine the content of these
images by following their titles. These images are pure information, unreadable without the key, yet
they open up room for imagination and speculation. The source images will always stay hidden
behind the information that represents them. PGP is also widely used to create a kind of "digital sig-
nature", this way a digital file can be brought back to a state of original that would be lost otherwise.
Contemporary art markets are still fuelled by upholding the logic of the original. In a digital environ-
ment however, the only way to hang on to the original is to encrypt the information thereby retaining
access to it through an individual and original key. In this sense the PGP series comments upon the
current discourse surrounding Intellectual Property rights by introducing encrypted works into the
gallery. If  intellectual property protection is taken to the extremes, 
the aesthetic content of the work itself vanishes.

PGP series, exhibition view, solo exhibition, ARC Gallery, Vienna (2000)



Most Wanted, Exhibition (2001) Axel Stockburger

The exhibition Most Wanted at Vienna’s Secession, showcased works from three different
bodies of work: PGP prints, the PSX Warriors series, as well as the Aleph series 
(Most Wanted). The main work in the show, Most Wanted was a video comprised of all the
images downloaded from the then 10 most visited websites worldwide. The installation
Backbone consisted of interconnected Joysticks that were laid out on the gallery floor in the
form of a grid, mocking concepts of interaction and control.

Solo exhibition - Most Wanted, Secession, Vienna, March  2001.

exhibition view, main room: video installation  PSX Warriors: Gran Turismo, installation view
Backbone

exhibition view, main room:
Installation Most Wanted

exhibition view, first room: PGP print and installation view
Backbone



Walkthrough (1999) Axel Stockburger

A walkthrough is a descriptive text availing itself of the imperative mood and reflecting the
entire field of action of a computer game and offering solutions for various mysterious tasks.
The world sketched out in Tomb Raider, one of the most successful computer games in the
90ies, by now has become a part of the collective media consciousness. Whoever has once
tried to reach the final level of the game will remember its topographical characteristics, the
scenes and puzzles. In the video walkthrough the “virtual” space of the game Tomb raider
reappears in the form of a text-based cartography that is representing every spatial detail in
a succession in the manner of the final credits in a film. Formal characteristics of the feature
film, the 20th century mass medium, are thus the blueprint for the emerging mass media
forms, computer and video games. Walkthroughs are poetical texts on territories familiar to
those who spend their spare time in programmed alternative realities. They are guided tours,
as it were, through computer generated spatial structures. By means of the text the spaces,
we might say, are given an additional realism boost. If, in the text, there is talk of caves, 
passages or stretches of water, which again one has to pass through in this or that manner,
this reminds us more of an adventure or a travel novel.

Walkthrough, 2005, DVD Video, 40 minutes, Edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.



Plague Machine (1999) Axel Stockburger

The Installation Plague Machine was installed at Gallery Kunstbuero during the exhibition
minimal 1. Two Soap machines blow black bubbles into the space and create a randomized
black pattern in the gallery space that evolves and changes over the duration of the 
exhibition. Plague Machine reverberates with ideas challenging the history of painting and
the modern phenomenon of the neutral art space - the whitecube. It is as if the space itself
could be infected with a virus, a disease.

Plague Machine, 1999, Installation Bubble Machines, Black Soap, courtesy of Kunstbuero.



The Acousmatic Way - Der Akusmatische Weg (1998) Axel Stockburger

The Acousmativc Way is a Video and Sound Installation consisting of 1 Monitor and  2 Loudspeakers. 
Visual and aural events are seperated in this installation to extend the perception of space . You see a 
person walking towards you. The moment he leaves the field of vision you start hearing footsteps
from a loudspeaker installed behind you. This acousmatic seperation let's you imagine a space that
seems to extend from the monitors, at the same time you are centered within this imagined space.
The Video work "Der akusmatische Weg" ("The acousmatic way") by Axel Stockburger, deals 
exemplarily with the relationship between pictures and sound as factors of perception in audio-visual
media such as cinema and television.In traditional films there is usually an unequivocal correspon-
dance of picture and sound. The causes or sources of notes, sounds, noises and spoken words can
usually be clearly attributed in visual terms. The unambiguity is not disturbed by asynchronicity or
lacking the attribution of sounds. The viewer believes in all times that he/she is in the centre of what
is seen and heard, or at least has the illusion that he/she can sufficiently identify the scene of the
action by knowing the origin of the sounds that go with the picture. 

"Der akusmatische Weg" disrupts perceptual habits. The video camera does not follow a person
walking out of the picture, it keeps the original angle even though this is not required by the following
action. As the person vanishes from sight, the sound of footsteps moving away can suddenly be heard
from a loudspeaker installed behind the viewer. The isolation of picture and sound where seeing and
hearing are reversed. The sound of retreating footsteps which fails to conform with what is seen on
the monitor forces us to create a second space, a staircase or stairwell, as it triggers the comple-
mentary function of perception as an elimination of contradictions. When separated from vision, 
hearing can do the same thing media such as radio or telephone has always done as a matter of
course: generate virtual spaces of their own, independent of vision. In their practics of teaching 
philosophy, the Acousmatics, a Greek shool of philosophy, called for a seperation of vision and 
hearing by putting a curtain between the lecturer and the listeners to help these concentrate as 
much as possible on the contents of speech. Axel Stockburger's video work is an exemplary 
illustration of this seperation. It is a practice that is directly opposed to contemporary commercial
multi-mediality in MTV style."

Kathrin Romberg, 
Catalogue "Junge Szene" 1998, Secession, Vienna

The Acousmatic Way - Der Akusmatische Weg, 1998, DVD Video Monitor, Loudspeakers, 1 minute, 
edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.



PSX Warriors Tekken (1998) Axel Stockburger

The piece PSX Warriors Tekken consists of 2 videos simultaneously showing the faces of  2
players playing  the well known  fighting game Tekken against each other. The piece is the
first in a series of works examining different aspects of this specific situation. The videos
are either projected on opposite sides of a room or in the form of two monitors facing each
other. The original sound from the game syncs the reactions of the players.

The whole gameplay is visible on the ”Inter-face” of the players. Their reactions, mimics 
and movements  are representing the virtual gamespace. Every action in the digital 
environment of the game is followed by a little movement of her body. These traces of 
movement are stronger with people who are new to the immersive spaces of computer-
games. Players that are used to  games do not move much, they have learnt to constrain
their movement to their fingertips  on the gamepad. The human side of the interface is used
as a screen for the abstract space produced by the game.

PSX Warriors Tekken, 1998, DVD Video, 4 minutes, edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.



Head Mounted Display (1996) Axel Stockburger

In Head Mounted Display the Internet-game "Spectre Supreme" is projected on the mirror
shaded glasses of a person that does not move. People navigating through computergames
are moving a lot more than People watching Television. They move their fingertips and eyes,
while they are immersed in the illusion of a three dimensional space created by the game.
Head Mounted Display presents the ideal space that places the bond between the user and
the digital environment. The abstract space of the game, originating from a 2dimensional
screen is redirected through the possible perception of the user towards the viewer of the
video. A HMD, Head Mounted Display is used by Fighter pilots as a way of seeing the Data
that is projected onto the inside of special glasses, and the view out of the cockpit, 
simultaniously. This technology displays the mixture of different levels of perception in a
very distinctive manner.

Head Mounted Display, 1996, DVD Video, 5 minutes, edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.



Heineken Cybergear (1996) Axel Stockburger

The Video shows a person wearing a Cyberhelmet made of Heineken Beer Boxes, and a
plastic glove, moving in an imagined virtual space. In a way it is mocking the privacy of
experiences that users of 3d virtual environments are having. If you enter a gaming arcade
today you will see people wearing helmets moving in strange ways, which are reasonable
only for them, and are not shared outside their immersive environment. The piece was 
produced as part of an artist residency at Villa Arson, Nice and shown in the exhibition 
Hors Saison at Villa Arson (1996).

Heineken Cybergear, 1996, DVD Video, 15 minutes, edition of 5, courtesy of the artist.


